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GOD IN HISTORY 

 

"Three things there are more beautiful 

Than any man could wish to see: 

The first, it is a full rigged ship 

Sailing with all her sails set free; 

The second, when the wind and sun 

Are playing in a field of corn; 

The third, a woman, young and fair 

Showing her child before it is born. 

 

 Having the very nature of beauty, truly: but also, each of them, of the texture of time. Voyaging 

and harvest, birth and bearing, belong in the flow of existence. Around them is mystery, before 

them is destiny, and with them movement, direction, promise and risk. They come as happenings 

out of a past and make a present awaiting a future. Sails and ships made trade and travel: fields and 

sun yield grain and harvest: in love the generations take and give their life. 

 So there is history—man's story in the sequence of birth and the womb of time. Out of elemental 

nature in the trust of men come the wealth of empires and the traffic of land and sea. History is this 

reality of man in tenancy of the world, possessing and begetting. All is venture, endeavour, 

expectation, dependence and succession. Humanity and happenings, we might say, in the barest 

sense, are history in the setting of place and time. 

 Yet the happenings of humanity are multitudinous and „history,‟ meaning their record,-or their 

telling, is plainly a matter of drastic selection. Much that has in deed the status of event is never 

told.  Today's weather, yesterday's food, tomorrow's chance encounters—these are too common, 

too fleeting, or too idle, for history's chronicle and pass into oblivion, deservedly, like the oar marks 

of the row-boat on the bosom of the lake. The writer instinctively ignores them unless for 

memorable reasons they gain a significance that lifts them into recollection or perspective. When 

the manifold of actual events is gathered and presented in historical writing there is inevitably 

interpretation, perhaps imperfectly related to the experience it aims to 'happen', may it not 

sometimes be gathered vitally into the texture of the meaning imparted? Can we not suppose that 

occasion itself, event in the occurring, could be the form of disclosure of the Divine will or glory? 

If so, it will always, of course, require the mediating interpretation of thought and word or song and 

psalm, capturing and so expressing the whole import of what happened, yet leaving the crux of the 

revelation to the actual experience and the concrete fact. 

 It is these clues which we must follow in this sixth sequence of our studies in Christianity, based 

on the meaning of the Emmaus road in St. Luke's Gospel, Chapter 24.  All that we have been earlier 

considering has to do with the reading of events — the strange mystery of Messiah's suffering, the 

dark desolation of having one's Master crucified and the wretchedness of being unable, within one's 

categories of thought or action, to do anything about it save in flight. And against all this anguish, 

as a background, stood the long painful history of the prophets pondered in the previous study. (No. 

5). Gathering up these issues, it is right we should set under review the whole Christian relation to 



history as the realm of Divine action and communication. For only so doing can we be ready for the 

Christian understanding of His unity and of the Incarnation. 

 

A QURANIC PRELUDE 

 

 The Biblical and Christian reaches of the historical into which we must penetrate, can be 

usefully prefaced by reflections on the place of history in the Qur'an. The parallel has the 

advantage, for our purpose here, of being clear and illuminating, while also simple to state though, 

of course, in time, it is post-Biblical. 

 History, for the most part, in the Qu~an is within the immediate confines of the Prophet‟s own 

career, the crowded space of twenty three years between his first deliverancs around the year 610 

A.D., the date which was the fortieth Year of his age, and 632 A.D., the date of the death of 

Muhammad and the completion of the Qur'an. It is primarily the occurrences of these years, the 

early fortunes of the Prophet and his first adherents, the Hijrah, the Battle of Badr, Uhud, the 

episodes of the Ditch, the Banu Quraizah and the Banu Nadir, the treaty of Al-Hudaibiyyah, the 

return pilgrimage and other events in the personal and communal story of Islam, which provide the 

context of the Qur‟anic chapters. 

 There are, of course, constant references to patriarchal history and to the precedents of earlier 

prophets and their communities, though here also the main interest or emphasis belongs with the 

immediate, parallel situation obtaining in Mecca and Medina. Peoples who disregarded their 

messengers are brought to desolation and retribution and there is a wide sweep of historical 

corroboration of this fact. "How many a city we have shattered and set up after it another people" 

declares Surah :21.11, with a similar sense in 22.47. But otherwise, the Qur‟an pays little attention 

to the movements of world history and is not itself involved in the march of events outside the 

geographical range of the Hijaz. References, like that of Surah 30.2 to a defeat of the Romans by 

the Persians, or of Surah 105 to the elephants of Abraha of the Yemen, are rare. 

 Moreover, it is fair to say that the non-chronological arrangement of the text has tended to 

sustain orthodox opinion in the belief that history is irrelevent to Qur‟anic precept and authority. 

One Pakistani scholar has in fact argued that this unconcern about chronology is part of the Divine 

purpose, to eliminate to the fullest extent any correlation of the temporal to the eternal. He claims 

that had the Qur‟an been ordered chronologically it would have been regarded as a document of a 

temporal nature and men would have centred their exegesis upon historical contexts. To obviate 

their doing so, the sacred volume has been by God's intent divorced from the circumstantial so that 

its contents might be infallibly unconditioned. 

 This view, as we must see, is in the end disloyal to the nature of the Qur‟an itself. But it must be 

added that the traditional pattern of Qur‟anic memoriter and recital plays into its hands. For there 

the sequence is determined by simple before and after in the text. One continues, stops and begins 

again, as it were, quantitatively, and without reference to history and exegesis. Moreover, the fact 

that the huffaz or reciters have it in their minds in this form tends to preclude insistent cross-

reference and contextual assessment. 

 Nevertheless, it is part of the very nature of the Qur‟an that it comes into earthly being as a 

gradual thing by steady, intermittent accumulation over the whole of twenty-three years. It was not, 

and could not have been, 'mediated as a whole volume in a single tanzil or descent. For such a 

procedure would have excluded the intimate and growing association with events which, as is plain 

from numerous passages, was. necessary to its real nature. It is, we must say, a gradual thing 

because it is an environmental thing. Its component parts cannot come into recitation by the 



Prophet except in close conjunction with the events and situations to which they relate. We cannot 

take the Qur‟an seriously and escape the conclusion that reference to the context is imperative not 

only for its right exegesis but for its actual existence. 

 This is clearly stated in Surah 17.106: "...a Qur‟an which We have serialised that you may recite 

it to men at intervals and We have caused it to come down part by part." ("Serialised'* is perhaps a 

bold translation, but that is precisely what in this context the division or separation of the book 

means.) In Surah 25.32 the unbelievers are noted as questioning why the Qur‟an was not sent down 

as a whole book, the implication being that this would be a more impressive miracle. Surah 6.7 

speaks of a similar demand by them for a whole parchment book. The answer is that in this form it 

would have been sheer 'marvel' and that the Prophet's heart could only be established in integrity by 

a cumulative revelation. 

 In this same sense, 20.113, Muhammad is warned: "Do not be impatient for the Qur‟an before 

its revelation is completed for you." This is corroborated 75.I7, where he is firmly held to this 

piecemeal situation. The Qur'an, so to speak, is not to be hustled in it descent because its 

spokesman is anxious to have it all at once or fears that the inspiration will depart before his 

mission is complete. 

 Whatever other reasons may be discerned or suggested for this fact, the truth remains that the 

Qur'an's own understanding of its celestial terrestrial transmission absolutely requires the space of a 

drawn out sequence of events which cannot be telescoped into one or otherwise elided. The 

inescapable conclusion is that the revelation must be involved in a succession of events for which, 

as it were, it had to wait so that its incidence might be intelligible and relevant. The same 

conclusion is reinforced by the repeated insistence on its being Arabic--a necessity for 

comprehensibility among Arab hearers. As 38.70 observes, it was given to Muhammad in his 

capacity as :a public preacher, whose audience, clearly, is immersed in circumstance and occasion. 

 So the Qur‟an, we may say, is „occasional' in that its contents belong with, and find meaning 

from, particular, concrete, situations, with which its ordering is timed and geared. In the narrow 

range of a little over two decades its contents are mingled with historical occurrence. commands, 

warnings, exhortations .pledges, dogmas all relate to actualities, communal, or personal, in the 

temporal-scene. Revelation as Islam receives it coincides with events. 

 This conclusion, though obvious and incontestable, is resisted by some writers out of fear lest 

the Qur‟an‟s being "to that time", be extended to imply "only to that time." To deal with this 

suspicion would take us into fascinating regions beyond the present purpose.  Its presence, 

however, should not be allowed to obscure the original fact of the Qur'an as a volume where the 

gist of meaning is set in the grist of events. Our duty now is to see how the encounter of truth with 

time proceeds in  the different context and on the vaster scale of Biblical revelation 

 Here the stage is broader and the sequence immensely longer. The twenty-three years of 

Qur‟anic biography become a similar number of centuries of communal history. Instead of the 

single arena of the twin cities, there is the long painful movement of the human story seen as a 

rendezvous with Divine purpose. The grand opening of the Bible: "In the beginning God" proceeds 

into a narrative, patriarchal, national, personal, over which the sense proclaims: "In the continuing 

God."  Creation inaugurates history and history means destiny and redemption. 

 To take the measure of Bilical „history‟ in a few pages is impossible. But all the events which 

comprise its time sequence are taken by the Scriptures as having the Divine ends within them. 

There is this instinctive assurance of the Bible, 01d and New Testaments, that what happens 

happens sacredly: it is humanity having to do with God. "The right hand of the Lord bringeth 

mighty things to pass." (Psalm' •1 18. 16.) This is the historian's commentary. It is a conviction no 



less remarkable than the events it interprets. In fact it might be said that the greatest historical fact 

in the Bible is the way of taking historical facts. Thus all occasions are seen as, in the German 

phrase, a Helisgeschichte, or holy story. 

 Not that men are in any way automata or that providence is inevitable; but that humanity lives 

under a regime in which will is accountable and destiny is the climax of liberty and law. This theme 

of men's encounter with God is traced through the whole self-awareness of Israel, and is 

biographical in the patriarchs and corporate in the nation. So the call of Abraham, the exodus from 

Egypt, the foundation of Jerusalem, the liquidation of the two kingdoms and the miseries of exile—

all are taken as themes at once of God‟s rule and man‟s ways. 

 This truth of things may be illustrated here in two events which may be held typical of the 

Biblical sense of God and man in the interaction of history.  Take the narrative of Jacob wrestling 

with the angel at Peniel (Genesis 32). Herein the crisis of a patriarch is a profound Biblical picture 

of the paradox of salvation. In the encounter with Esau Jacob meets the menace of his own past, the 

gathered truth of his own scheming, calculating, persistent self-ensuring character. And the meeting 

with himself in the anger of his brother shapes an actual threat to everything he has achieved by 

being Jacob. 

 All the past vicissitudes are at stake in the present risks, and in those stakes the entire Jacob is on 

trial. When every characteristic precaution has been taken which instinct can suggest, Jacob is still 

in total, inclusive insecurity for himself.  Where there are no more stratagems to devise, Jacob is 

left alone. And "there wrestles with him an angel until the break of dawn." He is crippled into 

liberty. There is a love in struggle with him which will not let him elude the whole truth of his 

crooked name and crooked self. Nor will it be denied until he yields to its embrace. 

 This we may truly say is God in history, as the Bible knows it, a compassion that is never 

daunted through the waywardness of men but patiently matches their perversities with grace and 

leads them to find a new self in acknowledging the old. The wonder is not simply that a story is 

told of the enmity of brothers and of the subtleties of crafty character, but that in and with these 

there moves a providence of grace. So we have not simply honesty, but hope, not merely a story but 

a theology. 

 Another piece of the canvas that stretched before the mind's eye on the road to Emmaus must 

have been Moses and the burning bush. Again a powerful sample of Biblical event and meaning in 

a sure unity. Moses is summoned to the leadership of his captive people. A desert occurrence brings 

the call into the very texture of his shepherd life. Shrinking from its pressure, he imagines his 

people requiring to know the identity of the Deity that calls them through him into the risks of the 

same desert. The God of the bush will surely answer a query that belongs with a summons to 

traverse His deserts. 

 The answer in Exodus 3.14 rings through the subsequent story of the people of that exodus as 

the principle of their history under God. The Lord of the exodus-calling can only be known in 

following Him into Exodus. "I will be there as He whom I there will be.” There are no advance 

guarantees: indeed they are impossible. The 'Name' which the people demand of Moses is no 

theologian's label or philosopher's notion. Still less is it a formula for incantation. In liberation men 

will learn the God of liberty: in emancipation from Egypt they will know the authority which says 

to Pharaoh: "Let my people go." 

 It is the event which proves His power: the experience which educates into the reality. Then the 

narrative, as historian's set it down, embodies the wonder for all succeeding generations who are 

present in the freedom story and take it as the charter of their own destiny. “Thou shalt remember 

that thou wast a bondman in Egypt and the Lord thy God redeemed thee." (Deut. 15.15: l6.l2: 



24.18: 24.22). It is as if the decisive past of the people has offered to all posterity the decisive 

precedents .by which all their thought and faith are to be informed and guided. But the precedent is 

captured and perpetuated only in the inspired reading of the historian whom God has taught to tell 

it in these terms. 

 Examples, though less central than the Exodus, are legion through the Biblical sequence. It was 

to just the same interpreting clue that Cleopas and his friend were called to recognise in relation to 

the Cross. There also the Holy Spirit intended men should say of God: "This is the Lord: here He 

has made His Name to dwell: in this compassion and grace He says: „Behold Me.'" So the event 

declares Him when the event is declared. Revelation is just this relation between God giving and 

men receiving, between being recognisable and being recognised, with the Incarnation and the 

Cross as the point where it happens. 

 

“EXPECTANT MEMORY” 

 

 These two examples have led to a central principle, in the Biblical theme of God in history, 

namely that the formative precedents are truly in history already and that it is the business of 

'history' to read and digest them. Not here the fear that the human story is a cyclic recurrence of 

perpetual rotation, meaning nothing and achieving nothing. Not here the gnawing doubt about the 

significance of 'significance' and the suspicion that time shapes only illusion and torments us with 

chimeras. Not here the authority of sheer material factors alleged to order all things by a dialectic of 

iron necessity, putting all things under the feet of economic forces. Not here, again, the dialectic of 

some absolute principle of reason, synthesizing in some radical absolute. 

 Rather, in rejection of all these, the conviction about history which has been so well named by 

one Biblical commentator: "expectant memory." Definitive precedent which may be expected to 

recur, or crucial event which makes a sufficient criterion for all events. It is to make those 

accessible that the Bible exists and much of it, in prophet and epistle, is built up in the exemplary 

receiving of the significance of its own narratives. 

 We have seen this "expectant memory" in our earlier study of the Messiah (No.3). The 

expectation arose out of the confidence that God was pledged to goodness and grace in His dealings 

with men—a pledge which was grounded in the sense of the past, whether Exodus, or Exile, Jacob 

or Moses, Sinai or Carmel. Recollection that is the source of hope—-such is the Biblical situation. 

Its characteristic language is Ebenezer and Jehovah Jireh. "Hitherto hath the Lord helped us" and 

thus "the Lord will provide." God is celebrated as the "God of Abraham, of Isaac and of Jacob" 

because, as such, He is ready for other Abrahams and Jacobs to call upon Him, and all the gentle 

Isaacs who go out into their fields at eventide.(Gen. 24.63). i ~" 

 “Expectant memory" works we may say both ways. It is not merely a source of comfort and 

hope, an argument of confidence and courage: it is also an assurance of righteousness and 

judgement. This we have seen in the brave and steadfast sequence of the prophets in their ministry 

of warning and counsel. The Bible retains the precedents of justice and requital in patient honour. 

"Be not deceived, God is not mocked." "How shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation" is its 

commentary on the negligence and apathy of the earlier gainsayers. This, as we have noted above, 

is a quality for which there is Qur‟anic parallel. History, it is plain, carries within itself dependable 

precedents from which only the shortsighted will believe them selves immune. 

 Yet this grim caution of history is not some inexorable vengeance or blind retribution: it is no 

malevolence conspiring against "puny mortality. It is always the patient integrity of a loving 

sovereignty, long-suffering and gracious. .No prophet has more worthily proclaimed the dark 



expectations of memory as the disturber of evil complacence than Jeremiah. Yet none knew more 

painfully the sorrows of people's rejection of his words and his tears. So he came to provide a 

further theme of memory which later shaped the understanding of Messiah. "Jeremiah, or one of the 

prophets" came into men's thoughts when they pondered the pattern of the Son of Man. 

 Everywhere in the Biblical story we can trace this theme of expectant memory, of a past 

affording men the ground to await and identify the Divine hand in the present. Events and their 

understanding make collective experience, renewed, enlarged and made final "in the fulness of 

time." That very phrase embodies just this sense of things: it means, not simply the passage of 

periods of waiting, but the consummation of the inward logic of the whole, the ripeness, we may 

say, of the centuries. 

 We are here at the Incarnation .and the Cross which we must separately study elsewhere. But in 

their sequel also we have "expectant memory" anew. At the. heart of Christian worship is the living 

recollection of the supreme enactment: "Do this in remembrance of Me." In the shape of that 

memory, not as a bare past, but as a contemporary reality once given in history, the Church 

acknowledges the self-disclosure of God. Its memory is not mere retrospect but prospect:"the Lamb 

slain from the foundation of the world is in the midst of the throne. 

 Our study of the Biblical sense of God in history needs one other reflection. It can perhaps best 

be put in the phrase sometimes used by German writers about "the other hand of God." The phrase 

is not itself a Biblical usage but the thought behind it is clear. And there is an interesting use of the 

dual in Surah 5.68, where both the hands of God are said to be stretched out in action and control. 

 All that has been said .about 'sacred history' seems so much to narrow the field of the Divine 

activity. We say with Biblical emphasis that God chose a man, Abraham, called a people, Israel, 

and so sent a Saviour, Jesus. Yet vast areas of world history went on through all these acts of the 

sacred history. There were movements of other peoples, tribal experiences of exodus from other 

Egypts, nations building culture and dreaming hopes and making heroes. In the confines of the 

singular and the particular are we to imprison the movement of Divine purpose so that the few 

preclude the many?  

 Large as the Bible canvas is, it still belongs to a tiny segment of humanity and its centuries the 

briefest episode in the history of men. Why should the ways of God be so severely local, so sharply 

concentrated? 

 The appeal to quality is only a postponement of the answer. For, if we say that here, in fact, in 

psalm and prophet, at Jerusalem and bestride the Jordan, is that which has no parallel in all the 

history of India, or Greece, or Africa,—that no literature elsewhere has the 23rd Psalm and no 

people the songs of the suffering servant, it may be broadly acknowledged. But it remains, a 

description of fact and no more and leaves unanswered the question Why? In saying it, we have 

only underlined the problem for which we seek an answer. 

 We have surely to remember two truths which make this concentration credible. They are that its 

intentions and translation are to be universal, and that the sacred history, while unique, is in a real 

sense the bearer of the clue to how every nation's history should be seen. 

 For centuries of course the problem was not felt. Men in their relative solitudes were ready to 

accept without perplexity or surprise, the claims of Biblical uniqueness. They were sure of the 

telling evidences, but also they knew little and sensed less of the wealth and diversity of human 

culture. Their circumstances permitted this unpuzzled acquiescence in Biblical concentration of the 

Divine, in a way which our time and context will no longer allow. 

 For us, therefore, the way to see it has a new urgency and also for the same reason a new 

wonder. The Heilsgeschichte that stretches from Moriah and Abraham to Gethsemane and Jesus, 



and on to the closure of the New Testament, is the heritage of all mankind. It constitutes the 

ancestry of the new Adam in Christ. It is not simply what happened to a national, or racial, fraction 

of humanity, in a possessive monopoly of its past. It has been opened out in Christ to all men. This 

is pledged in the universal, supra-racial Church to which Israel gives way in the New Testament. 

From Jerusalem via Antioch, the circumstantially Hebrew thing which is the church of Pentecost 

breaks out of its matrix into the life of all mankind. Truly its immediate apostolic history is traced 

only westward and its geographical confines are still the Mediterranean. But within that 

Mediterranean setting it has dealt symbolically with the Jew-Greek, and the Greek-barbarian, 

frontier in such wise as to leave no other frontiers entitled to stay its universal reach. 

 Thus the selectivity of the sacred history ceases to be a reduction, or confinement, of the range 

of God, except in the sense in which a dramatist achieves himself by the confinements of his 

theatre, or a painter by setting himself to work a canvas. The Bible's view of history is thus in line 

with all universals, namely that they have "a local habitation and a name." If art can turn "the 

accomplishment of many years into an hour-glass, cannot revelation condense itself into a history, 

which, like the Globe Theatre to Shakespeare, is a confinement that releases and a circumscribing 

which is perfect freedom? So the Bible history is to the Divine nature. 

 But this conviction cannot be sincere unless it is active. What is given in particular must be 

taken in universal trust. And the particular, the Biblical, must be seen as in some senses also 

representative of how all history may be read. Acknowledgement of the sacred history must not 

leave us supposing that God is aloof from all other culture-story. The.awe of the sancturary does 

not mean that God is banished from the world: the church is not hallowed unless the market place 

is. The history, in which God sacramentalises His presence intensively, declares his extensive 

presence and hand in all men's history. "Are ye not as the children of the Ethiopians unto Me, 0 

children of Israel? saith the Lord. Have not I brought up Israel out of the land of Egypt, and the 

Philistines from Caphtor and the Syrians from Kir?" (Amos 9.7.) 

 If the history within the Bible is to be taken as the "right hand of the Lord” the executive will of 

God then events and movements of time in the large world may be taken as "the other hand of 

God." And still today, needs which the Church fails to recognise and serve, truths which the people 

of God cease to obey or ecclesiastical selfishness may obscure, are often compelled upon the world, 

and upon the Church, by atheists and outsiders, by forces in the economic order, by the paradoxes 

of „worldly‟ pressure. 

 “The other hand of God" is simply the reality of all history seen by the criterion of that sacred 

particular in which we have learned to identify the definitive presence of God. "The Word, coming 

into the world was made flesh." But "the World was made by Him." That coming does not argue 

His absence elsewhere in time and place. It gives us the index by which we may trace Him 

everywhere. 

 

QUESTIONS 

 

1. "The unique fact about the Bible is its point of view of all facts." How would you understand 

and explain this comment?  

2. History is both what happened and what is narrated.  Why is this distinction important? What are 

the main factors operating between event and record, between experience and story? How, as 

you see it, do these considerations bear upon the contents of the Old and New Testaments? 

3. How would you prove from the Qur‟an that times and places had an integral importance for its 

contents? Why was it a book that grew by accumulation through twenty-three years? 



4. “I will be there as He whom I there will be." (Exodus 3-14)  Taking this as the real meaning of 

"I Am that I Am", explain its significance as a response to Moses' question about the people's 

question? 

5. "The God of Jacob" is a familiar Biblical title, (cf. Psalm 46.1 etc.). How would you explain its 

meaning, with special reference to Genesis 32? What light does the story throw on God in a 

man's history? 

6. Have you encountered attitudes of resentment, or puzzlement, or scepticism, about the Bible's 

claim that the hand of God is uniquely and peculiarly at work in the history of a single people?  

What response would you make to them? 

7. Explain the idea of "expectant memory" as the Biblical way of looking both backward and 

forward in time. How does it apply in the New Testament and the Holy Communion? 

8. Can we rightly see a "preparation for Christ" in the Dialogues of Plato, the Gita of India, the 

preaching of Muhammad, or the philosophy and consequences of Marx? If so, how do you state 

it? If not, how do you regard them? 

9. "What a world it is for a faith to digest and assimilate!" What do you say to this comment on our 

contemporary history? 

 


